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RAPPROCHEMENT BETWEEN HUNGARY 
AND THE LITTLE ENTENTE?

Budapest, 15th September 1937

The Council of Little Entente Foreign Ministers held its 
usual conference this year at Sinaia, on August 30th 
and 31st; the conference being presided over by M. 

Antonescu, Rumanian Foreign Minister, who also acted as 
host. Of the eight points of the official communique published 
in connection with the conference the one of peculiar interest 
to us is Point 6, which informs us that “the Council devoted 
particular attention to the political and economic questions 
existing as between the Little Entente States and the other 
Danubian States and expressed a unanimous desire that there 
might be a more re-assuring development of conditions. The 
Little Entente States" — so runs the communique — “had 
not missed a single opportunity of offering practical evidence 
of their eagerness to attain that end” .

The negative content of this resolution of the Little 
Entente is much more remarkable than the positive content. 
It is seventeen years since the Little Entente was formed; but 
during that rather long period of almost two decades the 
communiques issued in connection with the conferences of 
that Alliance have never yet been couched in such a tone. 
For so far the official communications relating to the Little 
Entente conferences have teemed with threats against Hun
gary and with the most offensive discourtesies; for that 
reason — even though not involving perhaps a decisive turn 
of affairs — the mere fact that the Alliance formed expressly 
against Hungary should at long last have expressed a 
desire for a more re-assuring development of the relations 
between the Little Entente and the other Danubian States 
(i. e. Hungary and Austria) inspires us with a faint hope of 
a better future.
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A still greater stir was caused, however, — even greater 
than that resulting from the perusal of the point in question 
— by the discussions carried on by M. Ladislas Bardossy, 
Hungarian Minister in Bucharest, with the heads of the 
foreign affairs departments of Rumania, Yugoslavia and 
Czecho-Slovakia. The international press spoke of these 
negotiations — which were certainly a deviation from pre
vious usages —  as showing that a rapprochement had been 
brought about between Hungary and the Little Entente.

We who are striving to realise an order in the Danube 
Valley that shall be more perfect than that prevailing to-day, 
would be extremely gratified to know that the ice had been 
broken at last and that the way had thus been made smooth 
for communication between Hungary and the Little Entente 
States with which she is enclosed. The leaders of the Little 
Entente know full well the sine qua nons of such an issue.

We doubt whether in the Prague of to-day — or, for the 
matter of that, in Bucharest or Belgrade — there is still any 
one so utterly incapable of keeping pace with the hurried 
advance of events as to be capable of thinking that Hungary 
can any longer be refused the right of military equality, 
Germany and Austria having already one-sidedly achieved 
and proclaimed that right. And indeed one cannot but admire 
and wonder at the infinite moderation and patience of the 
Hungarian Governments in not following the example of 
Germany and Austria (this self-restraint on their part being 
in defiance of the wishes of an important part of Hungarian 
public opinion) and in desiring to solve this problem, which 
will brook no further delay, by mutual agreement and under
standing. It is evidence of a really exemplary sense of 
responsibiilty on the part of the Hungarian Foreign Minister 
that he has consistently refused to aggravate the exceptional 
tension and uncertainty of the international political situation 
by one-sidedly solving what is after all already merely a 
side issue of third-rate importance. For this self-restraint he 
deserves the thanks, not only of the Great Powers, but of 
the Little Entente States too, which in reality would them
selves prefer to have the formal acknowledgment of the 
military equality of Hungary already behind them, seeing 
that the question cannot be any longer postponed.
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The Hungarian Government has repeatedly stressed 
military equality as being the first and most important of the 
sine qua nons of an improvement of the atmosphere in the 
Danube Valley and of a rapprochement between Hungary 
and the States of the Little Entente. Consequently, whenever 
there appears in the press a report to the effect that the 
Little Entente makes the formal acknowledgment of our 
military equality dependent upon certain guarantees (though 
those guarantees are already only of subordinate importance), 
we cannot but believe that the report in question is based 
upon the presumption that in addition to formally recognising 
our military equality the Little Entente is prepared to comply 
with the other sine qua nons too which responsible Hungarian 
statesmen have never failed to stress on every possible 
occasion. A  sine qua non of the kind is the abandonment of 
the policy of oppression of the Hungarian minorities so far 
pursued by the Succession States and the unconditional 
observance of the rights guaranteed the Hungarian minorities 
under the Minority Treaties of Saint Germain and Paris.

Every month in the columns of the Review we submit to 
the public opinion of the English-speaking world data relating 
to the situation of the Hungarian minorities in the Succession 
States which have been most carefully and conscientiously 
checked. In the eyes of West Europeans these unceasing 
attacks on the liberty, property and dignity of peaceful 
citizens are incomprehensible; therefore we believe it is not 
impossible that some of our readers now and again shake 
their hands sceptically, wondering whether what we write 
is not an exaggeration. Wondering whether it is possible for 
such monstrous things to happen in the very heart of Europe? 
Now, not only are our data not an exaggeration of the facts, 
they perhaps fail to completely visualise the reality, since 
they are taken practically without exception from the news
papers of the Succession States, which as a consequence of 
the censorship and of the cold-blooded terror indulged in by 
the ruling nationalities are afraid to write about many things 
that happen in their respective countries.

We wonder whether the States of the Little Entente will 
at long last realise that the methods hitherto applied are not 
calculated to create a better atmosphere in the Danube Valley
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or to provisionally re-assure the minorities — in particular 
the four million Magyars —  subjected against their will to 
the rule of foreign States? We wonder whether those States, 
which are so fond of alluding to the sanctity of treaties, will 
at long last make up their minds to observe the provisions 
of the minority treaties the observance of which was 
postulated as a sine qua non of the incorporation in those 
States of the ancient province of Upper Hungary, of wealthy 
Transylvania, and of the richly fertile Voivodina? We wonder 
whether they will at long last realise that it is intolerable —  
not merely from the Hungarian point of view, from a general 
human point of view too — that, for instance, Hungarians 
severed by force from their native land should be unable to 
visit the cemeteries where their parents lie buried, while 
Hungarians from Dismembered Hungary allowed to cross the 
Trianon frontiers and Hungarians belonging to the minorities 
are subjected unceasingly to the humiliating torture of being 
compelled to strip naked and undergo the indignity of being 
searched, the Hungarian citizens of the Succession States not 
being allowed to read the books of the greatest Hungarian 
writers?

Unfortunately the events of the weeks that have passed 
since the Sinaia Conference do not appear to suggest that 
the Governments of the Little Entente States are at last 
beginning to show better judgment or that the feelings of 
humanity latent in the hearts of their statesmen have at last 
triumphed over the system of political oppression which has 
already become practically automatic. For the Czecho-Slovak 
Government has only just begun to carry into effect in 
Ruthenia the provisions of the Defence of the Republic Act 
passed last year, giving the Hungarian owners of landed 
estates whose families have lived in that territory for 
centuries notice to leave their property and their homes 
within the short space of a few weeks. In Rumania the 
Hungarian officials still left after the ruthless enforcement 
of the provisions of the National Labour Protection Act and 
the administrative elections in the self-governing districts at 
which such brutal terror was employed, are being removed 
from the frontier zones, — i. e. from the purely Magyar 
territories flanking the Trianon frontier — , because the
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Magyars are to-day regarded as suspect “aliens" in the land 
in which their ancestors lived for ages. In Yugoslavia there 
has indeed been a slight relief of the situation in recent 
months; but the improvement is only a relative one — viz. 
when compared with the period of the Dictatorship —, the 
conditions in force being very far removed still even from 
the minimum of rights guaranteed in the minority treaties; 
in particular the system of “name analysis" is just as active 
to-day — at the beginning of the new school-year — as it 
was in the darkest days of the Dictatorship.

Prague, Bucharest and Belgrade must all alike realise 
that except in the case of a radical improvement in the 
situation of the Hungarian minorities living in the Little 
Entente States and of the fulfilment of the obligations under
taken in the Treaties of Saint Germain and Paris there can 
never be a lasting solution of the Danube Valley question, 
nor can we dream of even a temporary improvement of the 
atmosphere — of the relations between Hungary and her 
neighbours. For Dismembered Hungary it is morally im
possible to forget the sad situation of the millions of Hun
garians severed from her and incorporated in the neighbouring 
countries against their will and without being consulted in 
the matter, or to contribute to the improvement of the 
atmosphere until the Little Entente States provide adequate 
guarantees that the tense atmosphere existing between the 
ruling nationalities of those States on the one hand and the 
Hungarian minorities — i. e. more than one-third of the 
whole Hungarian nation —  on the other hand as a con
sequence of mistakes and omissions committed by their 
governments, shall at last become a thing of the past. For 
Hungarian public opinion would undoubtedly sweep out bf 
existence any Hungarian Government concluding any agree
ment not containing such guarantees.

But, as Count Stephen Bethlen, one of the greatest 
Hungarian statesmen, declared so decidedly in an article of 
his addressed to Bucharest, Hungarian society would also 
sweep out of existence any Government which abandoned 
the legal claim to a peaceful revision under Article 19 of 
the Covenant of the League of Nations. Those Czech, 
Rumanian and Serbian papers which conclude from the
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events that happened at the Sinaia Conference that Hungary 
is prepared to renounce her efforts to obtain a peaceful 
revision, are egregiously mistaken, — as they have been so 
often in the past. The Little Entente press must really take 
cognizance of the fact that Hungary will never under any 
circumstances whatsoever renounce the right assured her in 
Article 19 of the Covenant; for she could never consent —  
except by forfeiting her national honour — to acquiesce in 
the present situation, which has deprived her of two-thirds of 
her territory and three-fourths of her population.

Certain of the leading Little Entente statesmen — as, 
for instance, M. Hodza, Czecho-Slovak Prime Minister —  
are fully acquainted with Hungarian history and know what 
a power the passive resistance of the Magyars in the centre 
of the Danube Valley represents. In 1849 the Dictatorship of 
the Austrian Emperor —  aided by Russia —  overthrew and 
trampled in the dust the Hungarian struggle for independence, 
which had been watched with the greatest sympathy by all 
freedom-loving peoples of the world, and incorporated Hun
gary in the “Gesamtmonarchie" (United Monarchy). In this 
exceptionally critical period of its history the only weapon 
the Hungarian nation had at its disposal was right and justice; 
and that nation, obstinately refusing to recognise the institu
tions introduced by Austrian absolutism, clung desperately 
to the laws ratified on April 11th., 1848, by King Ferdinand 
V. (as Emperor of Austria, Ferdinand I.). And it clung 
desperately and unswervingly to those laws when Austria 
reached the zenith of her diplomatic power; nor did it 
formulate other demands when, at Sadova, the Prussians 
brought Austria to her knees. This unyielding attachment to 
the legal foundations of its liberty eighteen years after the 
overthrow of the struggle for independence brought the Hun
garian nation its reward; and the Austro-Hungarian Com
promise of 1867 rested on the pillars laid down by the laws 
of 1848.

This lesson of its history still lives in the mind of the 
Hungarian nation to-day — eighteen years after being deprived 
by force of its ancestral territories and — together with 
other of the inhabitants of the country — of four million 
Magyars too. After Trianon that nation was once more left
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with no other weapon than that of right and justice, — 
which is rooted, not in its Constitution only, but in the 
Covenant of the League of Nations, a source of right and 
justice far superior to any mere constitution. To this right — 
the right of peaceful revision — the Hungarian nation clung 
unswervingly then too when it stood alone and friendless 
here in the Danube Valley; and it clings with equal deter
mination to that right now that it has powerful friends behind 
it. It would seem today as if the Great Powers and the Little 
Entente States alike had come to realize that without Hun
gary there can be no adjustment — not even a temporary 
adjustment — of the Danube Valley question; just as Francis 
Joseph I. came to realize seventy years ago that without a 
settlement of the Hungarian question his Monarchy was 
threatened by the danger of an immediate collapse.

After many abortive attempts our neighbours are 
knocking at our gates, bringing the scheme drafted by Premier 
Hodza; finding that threats and insults led nowhere and 
were not calculated to achieve the object of forcing Hungary 
to join the Little Entente, they are now resorting to suavity 
in order to bring Hungary nearer to an alliance established 
with expressly anti-Hungarian objects. As stated above, 
Premier Hodza is quite familiar with Hungarian history; for 
he too was trained in the school of Hungarian politics and is 
therefore undoubtedly well aware that unless the legitimate 
national demands of the Hungary which lies in the very 
centre of the Danube Valley are satisfied no serious settle
ment of the Danube Valley is possible.
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